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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Defects  of  the mitochondrial  protein  synthesis  cause  a subgroup  of mitochondrial  diseases,  which  are
usually  associated  with  decreased  activities  of  multiple  respiratory  chain  (RC)  enzymes.  The  clinical  pre-
sentations  of  these  disorders  are  often  disabling,  progressive  or fatal, affecting  the  brain,  liver, skeletal
muscle,  heart  and  other  organs.  Currently  there  are  no  effective  cures  for  these  disorders  and  treatment  is
at best  symptomatic.  The  diagnosis  in  patients  with  multiple  respiratory  chain  complex  defects  is particu-
larly difficult  because  of  the  massive  number  of nuclear  genes  potentially  involved  in intra-mitochondrial
protein  synthesis.  Many  of  these  genes  are  not  yet  linked  to human  disease.  Whole  exome  sequencing
rapidly  changed  the  diagnosis  of  these  patients  by  identifying  the  primary  defect  in  DNA,  and  preventing
the  need  for  invasive  and complex  biochemical  testing.  Better  understanding  of  the  mitochondrial  protein
synthesis  apparatus  will  help  us to explore  disease  mechanisms  and  will  provide  clues for  developing
novel  therapies.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Organelle facts

• Mitochondrial protein synthesis requires several mitochondrial
and nuclear-encoded factors for optimal translation

• The clinical presentation of diseases due to defective mito-
chondrial protein synthesis is very variable and tissue specific
presentations are common

• The reasons behind the tissue specificity are largely unknown
• Besides mitochondrial tRNA mutations and mtDNA deletions or

depletion, autosomal recessive mutations have been reported in
genes encoding ribosomal proteins, ribosome assembly proteins,
mitochondrial aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, tRNA modifying
enzymes and initiation, elongation and termination factors of
translation

• Frequent and clinically recognisable genetic causes of human dis-
eases due to impaired mitochondrial translation are caused by
mutations in mitochondrial tRNA synthetase and tRNA modifying
genes

• The potential interaction between cytosolic and mitochondrial
translation requires further investigations
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1. Introduction

Mitochondrial diseases affect at least 1 in 5000 of the popu-
lation and produce diverse clinical phenotypes often presented
as multi-systemic disorders (DiMauro et al., 2013; Ylikallio and
Suomalainen, 2012; Vafai and Mootha, 2012). In addition to
the nucleus, human cells also harbour DNA in the mitochon-
dria (mtDNA), which is essential for cell viability (Tuppen et al.,
2010). This small (16.5 kb) genome is found in multiple copies in
mitochondria, the subcellular organelles that often constitute more
than 20% of the total cell volume. OXPHOS (oxidative phosphor-
ylation) is responsible for the production of ATP by generating
a proton gradient across the inner membrane of the mitochon-
dria which is used by the mammalian cells (Greaves et al., 2012).
The mitochondrial OXPHOS system comprises around 150 different
proteins out of which only 13 polypeptide subunits are encoded by
the mtDNA. In addition, the mtDNA encodes the small and large
rRNAs, and 22 distinct mitochondrial tRNAs that are necessary for
the translation of only the mitochondrial-encoded proteins (Smits
et al., 2010; Rötig, 2011; Chrzanowska-Lightowlers et al., 2011). The
nuclear-encoded subunits of the respiratory chain (RC) complexes
as well as proteins that are inevitable for normal mitochondrial
protein synthesis (such as OXPHOS assembly, mtDNA metabolism
and maintenance, mitochondrial cofactor biosynthesis, mitoribo-
somal subunits and assembly factors, regulators of mitochondrial
expression and translation, etc.) are encoded by the nuclear genome
(nDNA) and synthetised in the cytosol before transported into the
organelle (Vafai and Mootha, 2012). The mitochondrial ribosomal
proteins assemble with mitochondrial ribosomes 12S rRNA and 16S
rRNA to form the mitochondrial ribosome (Pietromonaco et al.,
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